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Investment environment
The second quarter saw technology equities outperform broader market indices, and a marked positive
divergence following stellar results from NVIDIA. This further fuelled the market appetite for stocks with 
exposure to arti cial intelligence (AI), leading to semiconductor names being particularly strong. Talks about 
AI regulation and ethics intensi ed, with the EU parliament passing the Arti cial Intelligence Act by an 
overwhelming majority. This introduces elements such as transparency, risk management, data quality, human 
oversight and accountability. Projected nes are material, at up to 6% of global income for non-compliance. 
The US launched several initiatives to assess responsible AI and to catalyse innovation. From The White 
House's AI Bill of Rights, to the AI Risk Management Framework from the US National Institute of Standards 
and Technology, to introducing seven new national AI research institutes.

Sustainability disclosure celebrated a milestone with the release of ISSB's IFRS S1 and S2, sustainability 
standards aligned to the TCFD framework. Off the back of this, the Hong Kong stock exchange is aiming 
to make climate-related disclosures mandatory, aligning to the ISSB standards. The EU Parliament also 
adopted the Corporate Sustainability Due Diligence Directive, making companies liable for human rights and 
environmental impacts across their value chain. Discussions around biodiversity, water and air intensi ed, 
as did discussions around data privacy and security. For example, a California-based law rm is launching a 
class-action lawsuit against OpenAI, alleging that ChatGPT massively violated the copyrights and privacy of 
countless people when it used data scraped from the internet to train its technology.

With a UN Sustainable Development Goals funding gap of $3.7 trillion, we believe our sustainable technology 
themes are necessary for long-term value creation and both environmental and social progress. However, 
ongoing stewardship of capital to create a more responsible and environmentally-friendly future remains top 
of mind as we navigate a difficult market environment. We believe AI can help with the UN SDG gap - by 
catalysing vast amounts of resource and productivity optimisation and enabling further digital democratisation. 
However, responsible and ethical AI, as well as better data, is needed to ensure we do not spark any
unwanted consequences.

Portfolio review
The fund returned 7.1% versus the MSCI ACWI Information Technology NR Index benchmark which returned 
13.7%.

The fund protected capital relatively well versus the broader technology market last year, given its focus on 
solutions to major problems versus more discretionary spend. However, this meant it lagged the broader 
technology sector rebound in the second quarter, particularly given it has less exposure to the mega caps. 
The outperformance of technology stocks overall remained largely concentrated in the mega-cap names given 
the strength of their balance sheets, higher exposure to AI and relatively low earnings expectations entering 
the quarter. By the end of the period their market capitalisation as a percentage of the S&P 500 Index had re-
traced close to the peak levels seen in 2021.

Given the dual mandate of the fund, which aims to provide capital growth over the long term ( ve years or 
more) by investing in technology-related companies that contribute to the development of a sustainable global 
economy, the positive/negative screening criteria for the portfolio is constructed in a benchmark agnostic 
manner. Thus, the following commentary on fund performance contributors and detractors is on an absolute 
return basis rather than relative to the benchmark.
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Our low-carbon infrastructure theme featured several very strong performers this quarter. NVIDIA was a tailwind to performance thanks 
to the surge in demand for its graphics processing units (GPUs) that are fundamental to reducing energy usage, running generative 
AI models and are also becoming increasing important to meet the need for accelerated compute within data centres. Following 
a disappointing rst quarter, Marvell rebounded as the market identi ed the rm as a key AI play, bene ting from near-term strong 
AI revenue growth through high-performance networking and custom silicon. Marvell is a leader in low-power datacentre and 5G 
connectivity and compute enabling lower carbon infrastructure. BESI bene ted from an in ection in hybrid bonding as a solution to 
slowing Moore's Law, lowering energy usage, and increased use cases from AI.

Palo Alto Networks contributed strongly to performance thanks to the company's strong platform position across all major cyber security 
threat vectors. As a result, it is winning larger deals with customers seeking to consolidate vendors and it is seeing early momentum with 
its AI-driven security offerings. Inclusion in the S&P 500 Index also helped the stock.

Impinj, enabling the circular economy through RFID and a key contributor over the past year, was a headwind to performance this 
quarter after key customers pushed out signi cant projects. SolarEdge detracted from performance based on concerns surrounding 
orders and the macroeconomic backdrop for 2024 solar, as US residential becomes weaker, which is likely to reduce demand for the 
company's solar microinverters, batteries and monitoring solution. Lattice Semiconductor has experienced a number of near-term risks 
from weaker demand driven by macro, elevated customer inventory levels and tax rate increases.

In terms of activity, we exited a number of positions, several of which dragged on performance over the period. We exited several clean 
energy technology holdings given near-term weakness in the macroeconomic picture, especially around US residential solar (Shoals 
Tech, SolarEdge). We also shifted the fund's defensiveness exposure from telecommunication stocks to health care. Here, we initiated 
a position in Evolent Health, which uses its technology and services to help US health insurers and professionals deliver value-based 
care to some of the most complex and costly areas of health care (such as oncology and cardiology), and ultimately create better patient 
outcomes. We increased the fund's AI exposure by initiating a position in Lam Research, and divesting from NXP Semiconductor. Near-
term weakness in networking drove us to exit positions in Ciena and Juniper Networks, while weaker conviction led us to sell out of 
Capgemini and Lattice Semiconductor.

Manager outlook
Technology is the science of solving problems, and the global challenges that we face require the innovation of the sector to provide 
solutions. Our eight sustainable technology themes are a positive force across both environmental and social issues. Looking ahead, 
we expect volatility to remain elevated as geopolitical tensions and balancing slowing in ation and economic growth create an overhang 
on near-term company earnings estimates. Following the market falls of last year, valuations across the technology sector have now 
returned to a premium to broader equities. However, as economic growth slows, with an unlikely return to extremely low borrowing costs, 
we continue to see vulnerability among the stocks with the weakest balance sheets, poor margins and most extended expectations 
and valuations. We see the next market cycle as returning to fundamentals and delineating between the 'haves' and 'have nots'. In our 
view, sustainable technologies supported by government regulation and subsidies offer more resilient growth opportunities in a tougher 
economic backdrop.

As technology fund managers we are excited by the potential for generative AI to underpin the next major technology wave, unlocking 
new sustainable investment opportunities. We remain focused on the global technology leaders of today and tomorrow. By investing in a 
low-carbon, technology-for-good portfolio we can naturally access what we see as the largest and longest potential growth markets. By 
navigating the hype cycle we can deliver our dual mandate.

Source: Janus Henderson Investors, as at 30 June 2023
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Fund information  (Investment policy is on the next page)

Index MSCI ACWI Information Technology Index
Morningstar sector Europe OE Sector Equity Technology
Objective The Fund aims to provide capital growth over the long term (5 years or more) by investing 

in technology-related companies that contribute to the development of a sustainable global 
economy.

Performance in (USD)

Performance % A2  (Net) Index Sector

1 month 5.3 5.8 5.2

YTD 24.8 36.9 25.5

1 year 30.3 34.3 18.8

3 years (annualised) - - -

5 years (annualised) - - -

Since inception 03 Aug 2021 (annualised) -5.7 1.6 -10.7

Source: at 30 Jun 2023. © 
2023 Morningstar. All rights 
reserved, performance is with 
gross income reinvested. 
Performance/performance 
target related data will display 
only where relevant to the 
share class inception date and 
annualised target time period.

Calendar year returns % A2  (Net) Index Sector

2023 to 30 Jun 2023 24.8 36.9 25.5

2022 -31.7 -31.1 -36.4

2021 from 03 Aug 2021 5.0 9.2 1.0

2020 - - -

2019 - - -

2018 - - -

2017 - - -

2016 - - -

2015 - - -

2014 - - -

2013 - - -

Source: at 30 Jun 2023. © 
2023 Morningstar. All rights 
reserved, performance is with 
gross income reinvested. 
Discrete performance data may 
change due to nal dividend 
information being received after 
quarter end.

Investment into the fund will acquire units/shares of the fund itself and not the underlying assets owned by the fund.

Note that any differences among portfolio securities currencies, share class currencies and costs to be paid or represented in currencies other than your home currency will 
expose you to currency risk. Costs and returns may increase or decrease as a result of currency and exchange rate uctuations.

Fund charges will impact the value of your investment.  In particular, the ongoing charges applicable to each fund will dilute investment performance, particularly over time. For 
further explanation of charges please visit our Fund Charges page at http://www.janushenderson.com.

Source for target returns (where applicable) – Janus Henderson. Please note the performance target is to be achieved over a speci c annualised time period. Refer to the 
performance target wording within the objective. With effect from 1 January 2023, the Key Investor Information document (KIID) changed to the Key Information Document 
(KID), except in the UK where investors should continue to refer to the KIID. Availability of share classes shown may be limited by law in certain jurisdictions. Performance 
records/scenarios are detailed within the fund’s speci c KIID/KID, fees and charges, and the respective risk rating may vary. Further information can be found in the fund’s 
prospectus and KIID/KID which must be reviewed before investing. Please consult your local sales representative if you have any further queries.

The information contained herein: (1) is proprietary to Morningstar and/or its content providers; (2) may not be copied or distributed; and (3) is not warranted to be accurate, 
complete, or timely. Neither Morningstar nor its content providers are responsible for any damages or losses arising from any use of this information.

Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of an investment and the income from it can fall as well as rise and you may not get back the 
amount originally invested.
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What are the risks speci c to this fund?
�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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When the Fund, or a share/unit class, seeks to mitigate exchange rate movements of a currency relative to the base currency (hedge), the hedging 
strategy itself may positively or negatively impact the value of the Fund due to differences in short-term interest rates between the currencies.
The Fund could lose money if a counterparty with which the Fund trades becomes unwilling or unable to meet its obligations, or as a result of 
failure or delay in operational processes or the failure of a third party provider.
Shares/Units can lose value rapidly, and typically involve higher risks than bonds or money market instruments. The value of your investment may 
fall as a result.
Shares of small and mid-size companies can be more volatile than shares of larger companies, and at times it may be difficult to value or to sell 
shares at desired times and prices, increasing the risk of losses.
If a Fund has a high exposure to a particular country or geographical region it carries a higher level of risk than a Fund which is more broadly 
diversi ed.
The Fund is focused towards particular industries or investment themes and may be heavily impacted by factors such as changes in government 
regulation, increased price competition, technological advancements and other adverse events.
The Fund follows a sustainable investment approach, which may cause it to be overweight and/or underweight in certain sectors and thus perform 
differently than funds that have a similar objective but which do not integrate sustainable investment criteria when selecting securities.
The Fund may use derivatives with the aim of reducing risk or managing the portfolio more efficiently. However this introduces other risks, in 
particular, that a derivative counterparty may not meet its contractual obligations.
If the Fund holds assets in currencies other than the base currency of the Fund, or you invest in a share/unit class of a different currency to the 
Fund (unless hedged, i.e. mitigated by taking an offsetting position in a related security), the value of your investment may be impacted by changes 
in exchange rates.
Securities within the Fund could become hard to value or to sell at a desired time and price, especially in extreme market conditions when asset 
prices may be falling, increasing the risk of investment losses.

General risks
�
�
�

Past performance does not predict future returns.
The value of an investment and the income from it can fall as well as rise and you may not get back the amount originally invested.
Tax assumptions and reliefs depend upon an investor’s particular circumstances and may be subject to change.

Investment policy
The Fund invests at least 90% of its assets in shares (equities) or equity-related securities of technology-related companies, whose products and services 
are considered by the Investment Manager as contributing to positive environmental or social change, thereby having an impact on the development of a 
sustainable global economy. The Fund’s investment universe is de ned by technology-related companies that derive at least 50% of their current or future 
expected revenues from the sustainable technology themes identi ed by the Investment Manager (as further outlined in Investment Strategy section). The 
Fund will avoid investing in companies that the Investment Manager considers could contribute to signi cant environmental or societal harm.

The Fund may also invest in other assets including investment grade government bonds, cash and money market instruments.

The investment manager may use derivatives to reduce risk or to manage the Fund more efficiently.

The Fund is actively managed with reference to the MSCI ACWI Information Technology Index, which is broadly representative of the companies in 
which it may invest, as this can provide a useful comparator for assessing the Fund’s performance. The Investment Manager has discretion to choose 
investments for the Fund with weightings different to the index or not in the index, but at times the Fund may hold investments similar to the index.
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For further information on the Luxembourg-domiciled Janus Henderson fund range please contact your local sales office or 
visit our website: www.janushenderson.com.
…
…

Benelux
Janus Henderson Investors
Tel: +31 20 675 0146
Fax: +31 20 675 7197
Email: info.nederlands@janushenderson.com
…
…

France/Monaco
Janus Henderson Investors
Tel: +33 1 53 05 41 30
Fax: +33 1 44 51 94 22
Email: info.europe.francophone@janushenderson.com
…
…

Germany/Austria
Janus Henderson Investors
Tel: +49 69 86 003 0
Fax: +49 69 86 003 355
Email: info.germany@janushenderson.com
…
…

Dubai
Janus Henderson Investors
Tel: +9714 401 9565
Fax: +9714 401 9564
Email: JanusHenderson-MEACA@janushenderson.com
…
…

…
…

Hong Kong
Janus Henderson Investors
Tel: +852 3121 7000
Fax: +852 3121 7100
Email: marketing.asia@janushenderson.com
…
…

Italy
Janus Henderson Investors
Tel: +39 02 72 14 731
Fax: +39 02 72 14 7350
Email: info.italy@janushenderson.com
…
…

Latin America
Janus Henderson Investors
Tel: +44 20 7818 6458
Fax: +44 20 7818 7458
Email: sales.support@janushenderson.com
…
…

Nordics
Janus Henderson Investors
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 20 7818 4397
Fax: +44 20 7818 1819
Email: sales.support@janushenderson.com
…
…
…
…

…
…

Singapore
Janus Henderson Investors
Tel: +65 6836 3900
Fax: +65 6221 0039
Email: marketing.asia@janushenderson.com
…
…

Spain/Portugal/Andorra
Janus Henderson Investors
Tel: +34 91 903 35 62
Email: iberia@janushenderson.com
…
…

Switzerland
Janus Henderson Investors
Tel: +41 43 888 62 62 (Zurich office)
Tel: +41 22 810 82 89 (Geneva office)
Email: info.switzerland@janushenderson.com
…
…

United Kingdom
Janus Henderson Investors
Tel: +44 20 7818 1818
Fax: +44 20 7818 1819
Email: sales.support@janushenderson.com
…
…
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Important information

In accordance with the Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation, the Fund is classi ed as Article 9 and has sustainability as its objective.

This document is intended solely for the use of professionals and is not for general public distribution. This is a marketing communication. Please refer to the prospectus 
of the UCITS and to the KID before making any nal investment decisions.  Any investment application will be made solely on the basis of the information contained in 
the Fund's prospectus (including all relevant covering documents), which will contain investment restrictions. This document is intended as a summary only and potential 
investors must read the Fund's prospectus and key information document before investing. A copy of the Fund's prospectus and key information document can be obtained 
from Janus Henderson Investors UK Limited in its capacity as Investment Manager and Distributor. For sustainability related aspects please access Janushenderson.com. 
We may record telephone calls for our mutual protection, to improve customer service and for regulatory record keeping purposes. Past performance does not predict 
future returns. The performance data does not take into account the commissions and costs incurred on the issue and redemption of units. The value of an investment 
and the income from it can fall as well as rise and you may not get back the amount originally invested. Tax assumptions and reliefs depend upon an investor's particular 
circumstances and may change if those circumstances or the law change. If you invest through a third party provider you are advised to consult them directly as charges, 
performance and terms and conditions may differ materially. The securities included in this document are not registered in the Foreign Securities Registry of the 
Superintendencia de Valores y Seguros for public offering and, therefore, the use of this document is only for general information purposes. Nothing in this document is 
intended to or should be construed as advice. This document is not a recommendation to sell or purchase any investment. It does not form part of any contract for the 
sale or purchase of any investment. The Fund is a recognised collective investment scheme for the purpose of promotion into the United Kingdom. Potential investors in 
the United Kingdom are advised that all, or most, of the protections afforded by the United Kingdom regulatory system will not apply to an investment in the Fund and that 
compensation will not be available under the United Kingdom Financial Services Compensation Scheme. With effect from 1 January 2023, the Key Investor Information 
document (KIID) changed to the Key Information Document (KID), except in the UK where investors should continue to refer to the KIID.

The Janus Henderson Horizon Fund (the “Fund”) is a Luxembourg SICAV incorporated on 30 May 1985, managed by Janus Henderson Investors Europe S.A. Issued by 
Janus Henderson Investors. Janus Henderson Investors is the name under which investment products and services are provided by Janus Henderson Investors International 
Limited (reg no. 3594615), Janus Henderson Investors UK Limited (reg. no. 906355), Janus Henderson Fund Management UK Limited (reg. no. 2678531), (each registered 
in England and Wales at 201 Bishopsgate, London EC2M 3AE and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority) and Janus Henderson Investors Europe S.A. (reg 
no. B22848 at 2 Rue de Bitbourg, L-1273, Luxembourg and regulated by the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier).Copies of the Fund's Prospectus, Key 
Information Document, Articles of Incorporation, annual and semi-annual reports are available in English and other local languages as required from 
www.janushenderson.com. These documents can also be obtained free of charge from the Registered Office of the Company at 2 Rue de Bitbourg, L-1273, Luxembourg.  
They can also be obtained free of charge from the local Facilities Agents and the Swiss representative and paying agent. Janus Henderson Investors Europe S.A. (“JHIESA”), 
2 rue de Bitbourg, L-1273 Luxemburg, is the Facilities Agent in Austria, Belgium Germany, Ireland, Malta, Portugal, Sweden and Liechtenstein. JHIESA is also the Facilities 
Agent for France (Sub - TA is CACEIS). FE fundinfo (Luxembourg) S.à.r.l., 6 Boulevard des Lumières, Belvaux, 4369 Luxembourg, is the Facilities Agent in Denmark, 
Finland, Iceland, Netherlands, Norway, Poland and Greece. State Street Bank International GmbH - Succursale Italia, Société Générale Securities Services S.p.A (SGSS 
S.p.A), Allfunds Bank S.A.U liale di Milano, Caceis Bank Italy Branch, and Banca Sella Holding S.p.A. are the Sub Transfer Agents for Italy. Allfunds Bank S.A., Estafeta 
6, La Moraleja, Complejo Plaza de la Fuente, Alcobendas 28109, Madrid, Spain is the Facilities Agent in Spain. The Extract Prospectus, the key information documents, 
the Company's Articles as well as the annual and semi-annual reports may be obtained free of charge from the Swiss Representative. The Swiss Representative is FIRST 
INDEPENDENT FUND SERVICES LTD., Klausstrasse 33, CH-8008 Zurich, tel: +41 44 206 16 40, fax: +41 44 206 16 41, web www. fs.ch The Paying Agent in Switzerland 
is Banque Cantonale de Genève, 17, quai de l'Ile, CH-1204 Geneva, Switzerland. The Hong Kong Representative is Janus Henderson Investors Hong Kong Limited of 
Suites 706-707, Chater House, 8 Connaught Road Central, Central, Hong Kong. Janus Henderson Investors (Singapore) Limited (Company Registration No. 199700782N), 
whose principal place of business is at 138, Market Street #34-03/04, CapitaGreen, Singapore 048946, Singapore (Tel: 65 6813 1000). The summary of Investors Rights 
is available in English from https://www.janushenderson.com/summary-of-investors-rights-english. Janus Henderson Investors Europe S.A. may decide to terminate the 
marketing arrangements of this Collective Investment Scheme in accordance with the appropriate regulation.

Janus Henderson and Knowledge Shared are trademarks of Janus Henderson Group plc or one of its subsidiaries. © Janus Henderson Group plc.
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